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ABSTRACT10

What drives human search in situations with sparse rewards? We let preschoolers (age 24-52 months)
play a game in which they had to search for an animal and measured their persistence in the absence of
explicit rewards. Crucially, we either told children which animal they were searching for (known animal
condition), so that they gained no additional information when finding it, or we told them that it could be
one out of eight different animals (unknown animal condition), so that they gained additional information
when finding it. Although none of the children could actually find an animal, no matter how long they
searched, our results indicate that the unknown animal group was more persistent in their search. These
results enrich our understanding of children’s motivation in scenarios with sparse rewards and inform
research on artificially intelligent agents facing similar environments.

11

Introduction12

Many recent advances in Artificial Intelligence have come through methods of reinforcement learning,13

in which a system tries to maximize rewards. However, these methods have limitations, particularly in14

scenarios with uncertain outcomes and sparse or no rewards. A number of researchers have proposed that15

“curiosity-based” systems may do better in such scenarios1, 2. Though these systems differ, they have in16

common the idea that an agent is designed so that increases in information are themselves rewarding and17

motivate actions. These systems often model themselves explicitly on the curiosity-based exploration of18

young children. Although, intuitively, it does seem like young children are notably curious and that this19

contributes to their impressive learning abilities3, there have been no systematic studies yet showing that20

young children too are motivated by information gain as an intrinsic reward alone.21

Already infants prefer to explore surprising events4, and Kidd et al.5 demonstrated that this attentional22

capture can be characterized in terms of information gain, with infants showing the most attention to23

situations of intermediate information gain. There are also many studies showing that children are more24

likely to explore when they are presented with confounded6 or unexpected evidence7, seek out uncertainty25

reduction more eagerly than adults8 and are sensitive to the information gain in different situations9.26

However, although past results do suggest that children are meaningful and effective explorers, they do27

not address the question of whether, in general, the opportunity to gain information is enough to motivate28

children’s search. To answer this question, and thereby test the above mentioned curiosity-reward based29

models directly, we would need to contrast children’s actions to obtain rewards in conditions that differ30

only in their information gain. Classic reinforcement learning methods show that agents will be more31

likely to act and will act more persistently for greater rewards. Will preschoolers be more persistent in32



situations where the outcome has greater information value?33

In the current study, we measure how long 2- and 3-year-olds are willing to keep searching for34

something that never occurs. In our paradigm, children were told that they had to find an animal hiding35

behind one of many doors, sequentially presented on a tablet screen. We manipulated whether children36

knew the animal they were looking for (known animal condition; e.g., find the lion) or whether children did37

not know which of eight possible animals was hiding (unknown animal condition). This subtle difference38

in the instructions impacted the information gain (IG) of the same action (i.e., opening a door) across the39

two different conditions. Indeed, in the unknown-animal condition, opening a door had the potential to40

reveal not only the location of the hidden animal, but also its identity. Formally, the IG for finding the41

animal in the known animal condition was − log(1) = 0, whereas the IG in the unknown animal condition42

was − log(1/8) = 3.43

Our results show that children searched more persistently in the unknown animal condition, where44

with each action there was more information to be gained. These results extend our understanding of45

children’s motivation, and underline the importance of curiosity-driven algorithms.46

Results47

As a first indicator of children’s persistence, we looked at how many doors they opened before giving up48

(Fig. 1a). Children in the unknown animal condition searched longer, i.e. opened more doors on average,49

than children in the known animal condition (25.22 vs. 16.83 doors; t(47) = 3.43, p < .001, d = 0.98,50

BF = 50.8).51

As a second indicator, we measured the latency from the start of the experiment to the first time they52

showed signs of giving up the search (e.g., they left their chair; Fig. 1b). Children in the unknown animal53

condition searched longer on average than children in the known animal condition (133.22 vs. 91.3154

seconds; t(47) = 3.46, p < .001, d = 0.99, BF = 55.1).55

As a third indicator, we looked at the proportion of participants who kept opening doors until a pre-56

determined time limit of 4 minutes (Fig. 1c; see Methods). Whereas only 7 out of 24 participants reached57

the time limit in the known animal condition, 20 out of 25 did so in the unknown animal condition. Thus,58

significantly more children completed the game in the unknown animal condition (χ2(1,N = 49) = 12.79,59

p < .001, BF = 207.9).60

Finally, we regressed participants’ age in months and their condition onto the number of opened doors∗61

in a Bayesian linear regression, extracting the posterior estimates of both variables’ effects onto the number62

of doors opened (Fig. 1d). This showed that children opened more doors the older they were (β̂ = 3.867,63

95%HPD: [1.69,6.10]), and that the effect of the number of animals persisted even when controlling for64

age (β̂ = 10.02, 95%HPD: [5.63,14.33]).65

Discussion66

A challenging problem for intelligent systems is how to behave in scenarios with sparsely occurring or no67

rewards. Yet already young children successfully cope with this challenge. What motivates children to be68

persistent information gatherers? One idea is that children perceive information itself as rewarding, and69

are therefore more motivated in situations where more information can be gained.70

We studied children’s persistence in a search task without rewards, manipulating across two conditions71

the expected information gain of the same search actions. Our measures converged in showing that72

∗Note that we find similar results when regressing onto latency.
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Figure 1. Experimental results. a) Total number of doors opened by condition. Dots indicate individual
participants. Red dot and error bars indicate the group mean and the 95% confidence intervals. b) First
sign of leaving, measured as the latency in seconds at which children first seemed to leave the game. Dots
indicate individual participants. Black dot and error bars indicate the group mean and the 95% confidence
intervals. c) Proportion of children completing the experiment without getting distracted and aborting
search. Error bars represent the 95% confidence interval of a binomial distribution. d) Posterior effects of
age and condition onto the number of doors opened. The vertical dashed line indicates an effect of 0,
while the black dot indicates the mean effect and confidence intervals show the 95% highest posterior
density (HPD).

children were more persistent in their search when the expected information gain of their actions was73

higher, even if no rewarding outcome ever appeared.74

Our results have implications for both developmental psychology and artificial intelligence. Devel-75

opmentally, our results establish that children can be motivated by the expected information gain of an76

outcome alone. Thus, one could design educational tools which tell children that the desired outcome77

could take different shapes, which –according to our findings– would motivate them more strongly. Fur-78

thermore, our findings suggest that to build machines that learn like children, one should design algorithms79

that are motivated by the underlying information gain of their actions. Similar proposals have been put80

forward already, specifically in research on curiosity and intrinsic motivation2. For example, Schmidhuber1
81

proposed that the concept of “fun” can be formalized by measuring how much one’s model of the world82

improved from one time step to another. Considering that the expected information gain was higher in the83

unknown animals condition compared to that in the known animal condition on every step of the game, it84

could be that children in the eight animal condition persisted longer because they experienced more fun.85

To further map out all of the details of children’s persistent search, we as scientists have to keep searching86

persistently.87
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Methods108

Participants109

We recruited 49 young children (range: 24 to 52 months, 26 female, Mage = 38.06; SD=7.77) from110

preschools and museums in the San Francisco Bay Area. Informed consent was obtained from the parents111

of all children. Ethics approval was obtained by the Max Planck Ethics Review Board.112

Design and Materials113

The experiment used a between-subjects design, where participants were assigned to either the known114

animal or the unknown animal condition. The task was presented on a tablet, which presented a (potentially115

infinite) series of closed doors, displayed one at the time. After clicking on a door, it would open to reveal116

what was behind it. Afterwards, the next closed door would be displayed. Children were told to find the117

animal hidden behind one of the doors. In the known animal condition, children were told which animal118

was hiding, randomly assigned for each child to be either a lion, an elephant, a hippo, a zebra, a crocodile,119

a bird, a turtle, or a whale. In the unknown animal condition, children were told that the animal hiding120

could have been one of the eight animals, but were not told which one. In both conditions, the animal121

would never appear and there was nothing behind each door. The session was ended if the child had not122

given up searching after 4 minutes. At the end of session, the experimenter encouraged children to open123

one more door, at which point they would actually find the animal.124

Statistical tests125

We report all statistics using both frequentist and Bayesian tests. Frequentist tests are presented alongside126

their effect sizes, i.e. Cohen’s d. Bayesian statistics are expressed as Bayes factors (BFs), quantifying127

the likelihood of the data under the alternative hypothesis compared to the null hypothesis. We apply128

Bayesian t-test for comparing independent groups, using a Jeffreys-Zellner-Siow prior with its scale set to129 √
2/2. We perform Bayesian linear regression with a normal prior on the weights β̂ ∼N (0,100).130
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